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“ FLOWTRONICS “ Measuring and beyond: Measurement in every application is important for 

the process optimization, safety and environmental protection and that is the reason behind the 

establishment of FLOWTRONICS. We as a manufacturer can offer wide varieties of flow & 

level measuring technologies/principles-based instruments with excellent after sales services, as 

a single technology cannot satisfy the measurement needs of industrial and commercial 

applications. Being a one stop solution provider for all your flow & level entire measurement and 

instrumentation needs, FLOWTRONICS  is committed to provide an advanced, state-of-the-art 

renewable solutions that are committed to satisfy even the most unique and specific needs of the 

global customers. 

FLOWTRONICS  has been always engaged in souring and supplying the right products for our 

customers with much experience, we fully understand our clients’ needs. To meet and exceed 

customers expectations, FLOWTRONICS  100% try our best to make it right. 

FLOWTRONICS  is been equipped with advanced design capabilities and has piled up a wealth 

of field application experience, which lays a solid foundation for the commitment to the 

promotion and innovation of high-tech system solution. The company has devoted to the 

production of flow/level measurement instruments with superior performance, high stability and 

strong reliability. Best quality products with the best service is our motto, this helps in making 

the instrumentation and measuring technology selection, purchase, installation and operation 

easy for our valued customers. 

The our cooperation manufacturers have R&D and industry product development. Each product 

go with ISO standard and have the flexible manufacturing capabilities. We insist on giving the 

high quality, reliable products, reasonable price and industry solutions for our customers. 

We understand that the path to energy sustainability is a journey and not an event, managing 

energy costs and usage is the key to long-term achievement and a major part of virtue in every 

organization's operational budget. FLOWTRONICS  products are developed and designed in line 

with today's need of energy optimization. 

Types of products provided by FLOWTRONICS  are , Electromagnetic flow meter , Paddle 

wheel flow meter , Turbine flow meter , Orifice type flow meter ,Vortex flow meter , 

Ultrasonic flow meter , Oval gear flow meter , Differential pressure transmitter , 

Capacitance level transmitter , Magnetic float level transmitter , RF  level switch , 

Vibrating fork level switch , Conductivity  Level switch , Magnetic float level switch , 

Paddle wheel level switch , PH Sensor , Flow Totalizer Etc. 

Please give us your inquiry, we will provide the high standard quality, good delivering and 

highest level service. Let’s shake hands and work together. 

Company Values and corporate culture: Honesty, Fast, Openness, Trust, Respect, Gratefulness, 

Modesty, Courage and Responsibility. 
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 Some of our Valued Customer mention below : 

                           

                   

 

 

 

 

 

                    


